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Always the latest news from the Schaffhauser Klettgau, a broad coverage of all facets of community life, contributions from clubs, parties and other local organizations as well as well researched backgrounds - the app of the "Klettgauer Boten" offers the full enjoyment of reading in high quality, optimally implemented for her Smartphone and your tablet. It also includes the official publications of all eleven Klettgau communities (Beggingen, Beringen / Guntmadingen, GÃ¤chlingen, Hallau, LÃ¶hningen, Neunkirch, Oberhallau, Schleitheim, Siblingen, Trasadingen, Wilchingen / Osterfingen).

The newspaper editorial staff regularly updates the news overview, processes notifications and notifications. In addition, the latest edition of the "Klettgauer Boten" is available on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday morning. While the latest news releases are free, the newspaper editions are reserved for subscribers to the newspaper.

The e-paper edition of the Â«Klettgauer BotenÂ» offers special reading comfort. Choose for yourself whether you want to browse through the pages as usual from the printed newspaper or whether you prefer to navigate through the article overviews. You can also always display articles in comfortable reading mode. A tap on the text is enough. The app also offers the following technical advantages:
â€¢ Personal archive: With the bookmark function you can "put aside" articles that you want to keep or read later. You can also save entire issues in the app.
â€¢ Reading function: You can read articles at any time.
â€¢ Search: Browse the downloaded newspaper editions by keyword.
â€¢ Optimized download: With a good internet connection, you can access the first pages of the output without waiting while the entire output is loading in the background.
â€¢ Offline mode: Once downloaded, you can access the corresponding output even without an Internet connection (offline).
â€¢ Overview: The app offers a clearly structured table of contents, from which each article can be accessed.
â€¢ Text representation: You choose the form of representation individually and the font size can be varied as desired.

The download of the app is of course free.

Do you have any requests, questions or suggestions about our app? Send an email to the support under info@klettgauerbote.ch.

The "Klettgauer Bote" is published by Meier + Cie AG Schaffhausen.
Updated on
Oct 21, 2022
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]This app may share these data types with third partiesApp activity, App info and performance, and Device or other IDs
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What's new


- Neues Design
- AudioPlayer+ zum Vorlesen von Artikeln
- Optimierungen fÃ¼r aktuelle Betriebssysteme
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